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About This Content

Extend your gaming experience with the new official extension for Farming Simulator 15!
This DLC contains all-new equipment from JCB including tractors, a wheel loader, a telescopic wheel loader, a skid steer loader

and various attachments.
Take control of the Fastrac 3230 XTRA and Fastrac 8310 and enjoy the versatility of JCB equipment to collect manure, grind

stumps and gather silage more effectively!

Once downloaded, the additional content will be available in the in-game shop. Be sure to have sufficient in-game funds to buy
the machinery.

The DLC contains the following equipment:

JCB Fastrac 3230 XTRA Tractor

JCB Fastrac 8310 Tractor

JCB 435S Wheel loader

JCB TM 320S Telehandler

JCB 260 Skid steer loader
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JCB Universal Bucket for JCB 260

JCB Bale Spike for JCB 260

JCB Pallet Fork for JCB 260

JCB Manure Fork for JCB 260

JCB Log Fork for JCB 260

JCB Stump Grinder for JCB 260

This DLC compatible with the Windows and Mac OS X versions of Farming Simulator 15 (version 1.2.1 or more)
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Love this simulator can play for hours on end and its great to add on all the brilliant mods that are available. This is the most
amazing thing ever for just about anything you have to do!. While not the most useful, this DLC is one of the best out there at
the time of this review. Not only does it add a pair of reasonably priced high speed tractors, but it also gives the skidsteer. The
little thing doesn't seem like it would be very useful, but the stump grinder attachment actually works VERY well and I would
even say is better than the in game default. (Though far more expensive to purchase in game) The front loader and telehandler
in the pack are really just more of the same. More center piviot vehicles that are near impossilbe to drive well unless using a
steering wheel or a mod that cancels auto-centering steering. Overall, it is a reasonable DLC and one of the few that has been
released that is worth the price.

Overall Rating: 7\/10. I LIKE THIS GAME A LOT. It is fun to play and the game has good graficts to. The one aspect of this I
was looking foward to was a neutral steer skid steer, to use in the biogas plant.
The skid steer doesnt pivot steer :( You need to be moving forward (or backwards) to steer. It is also tricky to use when trying to
load silage into the biogas plant hopper, because the boom only just reaches high enough (and even then you need to tilt the
bucket all the way back)

Other than this, it is a fun little pack to have :). Well, I am a little surprised that Giants want to release DLC before fixing bugs
but thats not what I am here to talk about.

For 10 Euro or what ever currency you use, you get some very nice equipment for work around your farm.

Lets start with the Skid Steer.

Pros

1. Very nicely detailed
2. First skid steer in the whole farming simulator series. (From what I have seen)
3. Small and compact.
4. Has its own set of implements of which my favorite is a stump grinder.

Cons

  1. Has no hand movements for the loader.

Notes and final words

Feels better to use with a keybored coming from a person using a steering wheel.
An its quite unique beacuse is the first of its kind withen the FS series. Very handy for the farm. I give this a 9\/10

Next is the telehandler

Pros

1. Nicly detailed.
2. Adds more selction for front loader
3. You can use all attachments for the other telehandler in the game

Cons

1. Have a artic point in the middle which may play\/feel annoying for keybored users
2. Again no hand movement for the loader
3.

Notes and final words
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Its nice to have more selection for telehandler. Not really anything special with this. I give it a 8\/10

Now the wheel loader

Pros

1. Nicly detailed
2. Again adds for selction for a wheel loader
3. Works with all the default wheel loader attachments

Cons

1. Have a artic point in the middle which may play\/feel annoying for keybored users
2. You can use all attachments for the other telehandler in the game

Notes and final words

This wheel loader is a bit of a mix with the telelhandler. I give this a 8\/10

Now onto the Fastrac 3230

Pros

1. Very well made and detailed.
2. Lives up to its name "Fastrac. It goes 70 KM\/H
3. One of the fewer ma\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665es with the same size wheel on front and rear.

Cons

1. I feel some details are missing on the rear links. May be wrong, never seen these tractors IRL.

Notes and final words.

Very nice tractor. Its speed is great for grain carting and bale transport. I give it a 9\/10. My favorite part of this pack

And last but not least the Fastrac 8130

Pros

1. Lives up to its name "Fastrac. It goes 70 KM\/H
2. A medium size tractor with quite decent horse power rates
3. Very well made and detailed.

Cons

1. Only tractor without the yellow rims. Feels offset from the others.

Notes and final words

Quite decent tractor for doing bigger jobs around the farm. I give it 8\/10. I know its small but the grey\/sliver rims put me off
using it if I have any of the other ma\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665es. You may think different.

Well thats it. Not a half\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665review, thats just says great or I like it. For 10 Euros its
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pretty decent.

. Its almost worth the money just for the wheel loader. If you farm silage this machine makes the process so much nicer than the
other options. Super fast tractors are almost an added bonus.. The DLC with the most content besides the Gold expansion, the
JCB DLC gives us more of what we already have except for the skidsteer. The skidsteer, to me, was perhaps the most valuable
part of this DLC as the rest didn't offer any change in strategy.

I like the DLC, but in reality it doesn't add any significant change to your farming or forestry method. It's just more of the
same.. very good price for what you get!. yes its a verygood dlc im glad i bought it with this wonderful game
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Personally 10 bucks for a dlc I usually feel is quite steep, unless it's a big expansion like skyrim dlc's.. That being said, I
personally would make an exception for this dlc. I think it's worth the money. The 'skidsteer' as they call it is good fun, and the
big front loader is a godsend for forestry work. The semi trailer for logs is a massive pain to load sometimes, especially with the
vanilla loader. The dlc front loader (not the telescopic one with the single arm, the two arm one), raises higher than the vanilla
one, and is more powerful. I mainly use the skidsteer and the big front loader now, wasn't really interested in the new tractors or
the telescopic loader. I like the Case tractors and the New Holland ones already in the game, though the JCB ones are powerful
and priced competetively. Sometimes I think there are too many tractors to choose from, given that the tools you can use tend to
have similar power requirements, like 320hp, 150, etc etc. You can get a tractor that has 150hp for 200k for example, but
instead grab one that has 320hp for 300k or so. Might as well not bother with anything lower and just get something with more
horse for a bit more money, and use that one to power everything, just makes life easier. That's my two cents on tractors but
w\/e. I often avoid the articulating tractors like the plague, they're just a pain to use.

Very Tl;dr, but I would say it's worth the money to get. I can't speak for the IT runner or any other dlc, as I don't have them. But
I can say I do like this dlc so far, and I haven't even seen\/used it all yet.

Pro tip: if you use the skidsteer, or bobcat, or forklift, or w\/e you call it to stack bales, DON'T USE THE BALE SPIKE. Only
use it for the round bales that are lying on their sides. Use the pallet forks for square bales. They pierce the bale as you would
expect them to, and is much more stable. Most people probably already knew that, but I just recently discovered that, and
thought I would pass it on.. A must have for Farming Simulator fans! - GunninGamerz. The stump cutter for the JCB Skidsteer
was the main reason I bought this. It is well worth the money. The original stump cutter was hard to work with especially when u
were on hills trying to trim them down. The JCB makes easy work of it. Also the front loader is alot more powerful than the
Lieberr and in my opinion an overall better piece of equipment. If you are considering getting this, don't think about it, just buy
it :). The 260 with the log fork tips over very easily( VERY EASILY) , does not reach high enough to get over the uprights on
the Fliegl logging trailer and is too wide to fit between them. You can get a log into the trailer but just barely. The telehandler
still works better for this task, IMO. The stump grinder attachment is nice, though.

EDIT: I just bought the JCB 435S Wheel loader. It uses the same log fork as the Liebherr but can lift it higher. That makes
loading the Fliegl logging trailer much easier. You can put the logs any where you want on the trailer instead of only through the
wide gaps in the uprights. Definitely happy with that.. Now this is a DLC! Thanks Giants! Every single piece in this DLC is a
valuable asset to my farm and forest operations. Even though some of these are available as free mods made by players, they are
just recycled FS2011\/FS2013 mods, while this DLC is obviously all brand new models made for FS15s game engine. After
using them for a few hours, I can say they work and handle like they should. They are visually stunning and all work without
errors\/glitches. After getting the 1st DLC (ITRunner), I only used it on occasion and can't say I found that DLC worthwhile, at
least for me. This 2nd DLC is a completely different story.

The 2 tractors are bullets, yellow bullets, for lack of a better term. Top speeds that surpases any other default tractor. They also
have more than enough power for their size and class.

I have to admit that I LOVE using skidsteer loaders. The Bobcat package from FS2013 is still the best one made for any of the
game series, but alas it hasn't been fully converted to FS15. Then there's the GKL and John Deere ones that recently came out
for download, and those were fairly adequate but without any attachments.
The JCB skidsteer from the package is really awesome, and comes with a half dozen attachments for all your farming and
forestry jobs. Personally I find nothing better for piling up bales neatly away in my barn, or for sorting and stacking my log
decks.

There's also a payloader and telescopic loader and both use the generic Lizard attachments.

I would of liked to see animated parts inside the cab and better detailed interior, but I guess that's the norm for default
machines. I do find the new interior\/exterior sounds a refreshing change, including the reversing audible warning.

Anyways, that's all I got guys after a few hours of playtime. My initital 'review' was more a excited 'oh look, a great new DLC,
looks amazing!' That still stands, but I hope my edit helps out with the 'reviewing' part.. its is so worth it it makes stump cutting
easy and fun. Love the skidsteer bigger loader and fastrac best tracters to use in game love it. great dlc but the telehandler is just
not the best other than that everything is great.. Another great DLC from Giants. I got this in the sales but it is worth every
penny at normal price. The two tractors that it adds are great and very handy and the horsepower is good for the price. The new
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telehandler and wheel loader are good aswel because you can now hook trailers to them. If you were picking up pllaets, you can
use one vehicle to pull and load. The new addition of a skidsteer is great. they have so many functions and they are very hefty
for their size and they arent really expensive. They tractors have aroun 200 to 350 horsepower and they both go 43\/44 mph.
This is definately worth geting as it is a fun and practical addition to the game. Thnks for reading and give me a thumbs up and
also check out my other farming sim reviews. WELL DONE GIANTS!
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